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i am still alive studying in western mindanao state university, still 3rd year in
bachelor in elementary education
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Be
 
you're  so comfortable to be with
        but it can't be
for the time says ' we are not..
       meant to be
 
so this is how it goes
       and should be
it happened for a reason
       and meant to be
 
 
as the ray of light splash...
      shows it must be
to find what we aimed alone
      this way MAYBE?
 
 
                     __charlianne23
 
charie ann alimpos
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Love
 
I'm Inlove again
i just feel it a while ago
when i look into his eyes
it seems i am melting
 
but i keep quite for him not to notice
for he is a friend of mine
and i know he is inlove with someone
that we used to know...
 
charie ann alimpos
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Near The Bay
 
you complete my day
memorizin' each song we play
Here near the bay
Our love was mold as a clay
 
At the sand where we lay
the love that we felt for each other stay
as we always say
forever 'til our hair turns gray
 
as you walk away
from the place we used to stay
you left me alone near the bay
cause we have t separate our way
 
to face the reality
that we have to make our own destiny
co'z we'll never live together happily
if dreams not be fulfill endlessly
 
charie ann alimpos
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Secret
 
I'm in love with him
and he doesn't know
i look at him
from a distant shore
 
happy and contented
just to see him happy and gay
how i wish to hug him
even a single second
 
if only he turn his face
on my way
for him to see
me happy for him
 
 
         -charie ann alimpos
 
charie ann alimpos
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Shore
 
the shout of silence lingering in my ear.
  could hear a heart beat into my chest..
somebody can't hear...
 can you hear it I guess?
 
looking at you
  makes me glow
but i'm far from you
  to let you know
 
 
looking at you like this
 makes my eyes sore
for more than of this
 makes my heart cried for more
 
what a life it could be
  to live alone in the shore
where we use to be
  could you give me the cure? ?
                  -charlianne
 
charie ann alimpos
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